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SAMPLE
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15/10/19
NS.RIF:30880/561 NORMALE
VS.RIF. 45150
SAN MARINO
SAN MARINO SPA CREDITREFORM (UK) LTD
"SIS"
VIA GUALDICCIOLO DA GUALDICCIOLO 37
47892 GUALDICCIOLO
Tel. 0549 999167

SPETT.

Fax.: 0549-123456
E-mail: sales@SANMARINO-sis.com
Internet: http://www.SANMARINO-sis.com
Solvency index

* 2 8 8 *

Legal Form

Joint Stock Company

Establishment

1966

Registration

21/07/1966

Trade Operators
Register

SM12345

Share capital

Euro 1.600.000

Sole administrator

Joe Bloggs,
Born on 15 October 1948 in San Marino
titolari di altre cariche:

Other appointments

Mr. Joe Bloggs
Commercial director
Mr. Joe Bloggs
Production responsible

License

Type of license:
I I number 894
Active since 15 December 1966
having as its social scope the manufacture, the
representation and sale of paper and cardboard

Activity

production of industrial valve and open-mouth paper
sacks
By now the company has been working on the market
for 50 years, distinguished not only by the superior
and undisputed quality of its products, but also by
the punctuality of its delivery times.
Main sectors of use:
Construction materials
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Foodstuffs
Animal feeds
Chemicals and pharmaceuticals
Mining and quarries
Countries of export:
Italia, Germania, Austria, Ungheria, Albania,
Svizzera, Croazia, Polonia, Romania, Tunisia,
Turchia, Libia e USA.
import:
Francia, Spagna, Svezia, Russia, Bosnia,
Canada e Polonia
Staff

approx. 42

Financial data

the turnover in the three-years 2015/2017,
increased from 2.900.000 to euro 6.400.000
The company achieved negative operating margins
of over 900 thousand euros in the two-year period
2016/2017
net equity decreased from euro 3.200.000 to
1.500.000 euro
liabilities go from euro 1.200.000 to euro 4.400.000

Participation

none

Pending Procedures

none

Debt collection

The debt collection service of Creditreform
Italy has not been activated

Protested items

none

Banks

Cassa di Risparmio di San Marino

Mode of Payment

No complaints

Credit Opinion

Business connections are permissible

Credit limit

Euro 20.000
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